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To return to the French, the Portrait of Mi.fk. Lee Robins may give an excellent idea of the 

quality ol M. Carolus-Duran. "Among our portraitists of international renown,” says M. L. de Fourcaud, 

"it is necessary to cite M. Carolus-Duran, M. Bonnat, M. Hcnner. At the Champ de Mars, M. Bonnat 

ajipears strong, but hard and official; M. llenner, often factitious. It is M. Carolus Duran who shines 

the brightest, with his happy and blemish nature, with his easy, supple and rich painting. His full-length 

KKKNCH SECTION.] 

THU VIUtilN WITH THE I’ALM. FROM THE STATUE BY DHBAFUANCHK. 

portrait of the Countess Vandal has a grand decorative air about it. His half-lengths of the landscape 

painter, Fran^ais, and ot M. Pasteur are carried oil as with a sleight-of-hand, sparkling with life and 

spirit, the texture most judicious and the color of the richest, d his painter, in his moments of genius, 

has astonishing good fortunes.” 
o o 

Concerning the late Ferdinand Heii.buth—like the last, Hors Conconrs—opinions vary more widely. 
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Edmond Bazire says, “You know his manner; with him everything is graceful, women, flowers, bushes, 

trees, the sky, the birds, the roads and the pebbles. It is too much grace everywhere and in everything. 

I do not deny that the eye is satisfied nor that the first impression is happy; but in the end, one becomes 

fatigued, and you remember that grace is not so common, even seen through a mist, and, while recog¬ 

nizing the qualities of design and perspective that M. Heilbuth possesses, you would wish that he were 

not so uniformly graceful, even when he represents the archaeological excavations before San Giovanni in 

Laterano.” Philippe Gille, on the contrary;—“For myself, one of the greatest attractions in the painting 

ot M. Heilbuth is the truthfulness with which he knows how to render effects of open air. This famous 

plein air which all the painters of all the schools and of all the systems reclaim to-day, belongs of full 

right to M. Heilbuth, who is, I should say, its real inventor. Others, certainly, have done it after him, 

but it is something to have preceded them all. 1 do not deny his great ability, his profound knowledge, 

I state them openly, but that which I proclaim likewise is, that it is also by his sincerity that M. Heilbuth 

has placed himself in the front rank of our great artists, whether he works in oil nr in water-colors. A 

truthfulness of impression admirably rendered by an exceptional execution, this is what it is necessary to 

say of each one of his works. No formulas, no outside inspirations, he works from himself and from his 

own emotion, and whether he paints in France, England or Italy, he obeys only the sentiment that he 

feels within him, giving, as if involuntarily, the particular color to each locality. Prom this proceeds the 

great variety in his works.’’ 

In the Retrospective section, Heilbuth was represented by two of his earlier Roman scenes, cardinals 

and their suites, and in the Decennial galleries his works were all concerned with the “graceful’’ 
O o 

scenes of modern life to which his later years were devoted,—“Summer Day, “The Pmcounter,” 

’eau,” “Taking Tea,” in his own handsome 

of the Thames.” 

OLLIN is one of the most quoted of the younger French painters 

and has made his reputation chiefly by decorative, idyllic compo¬ 

sitions, painted with great delicacy and refinement of color and 

generally in a rather low key. One of them, his “Idyl” of 1882, 

was purchased and brought to this country but, as the story goes, 

refused exhibition in the Metropolitan Museum of New York 

because of its nude figures, lie was born in 1850, and followed 

his studies in the ateliers of Bouguereau and Cabanel. At the 

Exposition he was awarded a Grand Prix for his portrait of a 

lady walking in a summer landscape. In addition to his six por¬ 

traits he exhibited “ Le Matin,” reproduced in the photogravure, 

and also catalogued his “Summer” and “End of Summer,” one 

owned in Sweden and the other in the Sorbonne, and his “ Floreal ” of the Luxembourg. In the 

“Morning,” this fresh-looking young woman throwing back the shutter to greet the early day, wears a 

becoming white dress trimmed in dark blue, and has a red ribbon in her hat. The flower in the china 

vase is a gladiolus, and the important color of the shutter is a very good bluish-green, against the 

gray wall. 

Rochegrosse’s “Andromache ” has already been alluded to. For this vivid and original rendering 

of the taking of Troy the young painter had his armor and costumes made from models of those 

discovered by Dr. Schliemann in his excavations. The picture was awarded a second-class medal at the 

Salon of 1883, and also carried off the Prix du Salon, and at the Exposition—where it was duly set off by 

garden, and “Souvenir 
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a black frame—it received a bronze medal. One of Meissonier’s cleverest pupils is Lucien-Alphonse 

(«ros, born in Alsace, and, like: his master, with a penchant for historical incident, such as the “Horsemen 

fording a Stream," which received a silver medal at the Exposition. The stormy, windy weather of this 

scene was very well rendered, the gray of the heavy clouds was repeated with variations in the dappled 

gray horse in the foreground, the richer notes furnished by the rider's red velvet, and the higher ones 

by the white dress of youth on the crupper. 

Benjamin-Constant is one of the most successful and most gorgeous of the*“Orientalists." Before the 

best of his glowing canvases the reproach of “no color," so often levelled at the modern school of French 

painting, falls the flattest. 1 hat die artist has sometimes abused his talent and his facility—especially at the 

expense of his American admirers—does not impeach the sumptuous, decorative quality of his best work in 

which an excellent science of design A married to a rich, harmonious and never too-impossible color. 11 is 

fondness for Eastern themes dates from his visit to Tangiers, after the Franco-1’russian W ar. “Since that 

day. lie said. “I have had no other dream than to be a painter of Oriental scenes; to lead the life pointed 

out by Marilhat, Delacroix and Henri Regnault." Within the last year or two he has made professions 

of a change of heart, and laid the responsibility of his Eastern pictures at the doors of the dealers, who 

clamor for them, but his conversion i*> probably not very sincere and in the Salon of 1890 he returns to 

his old loves with a large study of radiant nude flesh in a setting of yataghans, cushions and rugs, as of 

old. At the Exposition he made a fine display, having gathered together the largest and finest of his 

canvases from alt quarters, three or four of them from America. “La Justice du Cherif," “La Soif 

—prisonniers marocains, and “The Morning after a Victory, in the Alhambra,” have all been in this 

country. “Li s Ciu rii \s ' is of the Museum of Carcassonne, and first apppeared in the Salon of 1SS5. 

Less familiar than these to the eyes of foreigners was “The Pastime of a Caliph, Seville, Moorish Spain, 

XIVth century,” from the Salon of 1SS1. and the property of M. Aug. Dreyfus. There were also two 

portraits of ladies and his recently completed large decorative panels for the Salle du Conseil academique 

of the Sorbonne,—“Les Lettres,” “L’Academie de Paris,” and “Les Sciences.” The “Justice of the 

Cherif” received a medal of gold. 

0NE °r the most distinguished of the foreigners is Sir Frederick Leighton, P. R. A., and he did the 

Exposition the honor of sending to it the latest and largest of his easel pictures, the “Captive 

Andromache" of the Royal Academy of 1888. Though so recently finished, the composition was arranged 

THE MARBI.E-PI.AYER. FROM THE STATUE BY JOSEPH-LOUIS ENDKRTJN. 
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twenty-five years ago, and the text is taken from the despairing prophecy of Hector as recorded 

by Homer:— 

“.Some standing by 

Marking thy tears fall, shall say, ‘This is die, 

1 lie wile of that same Hector who fought best 

Of all the Trojans, when all fought for Troy.’ ” 

The figure of Andromache, now the slave of Pyrrhus and waiting Iter turn to draw water “at clear 

Hyperia’s spring,” is placed in the centre of the composition with somewhat too evident artifice and 

muffled in black to further distinguish Iter from the gaily colored and cheerful groups that surround her. 

Behind her rolls up one of the President’s monumental blue and white skies, forming a very effective back 

ground. A great deal ot thought has been bestowed upon the distribution of color in this long composition, 

nearly all the figures being clothed in a robe of one hue only, so that they make spots in the field, but the 

painting is rathei thin and everything is defined by an outline. 1 he work was purchased for the permanent 

collection of the city' of Manchester, in iSSp. Sir Fredericks exhibit included also two paintings, “Simcetha, 

the Sorceress, and a portrait of Lady Coleridge, and, in the sculpture gallery, his statue of the “Awaken- 

^ _ i°g and a statuette. “Palse Alarm,” a young girl, meagre and nude, 

looking over her shoulder at a frog on the ground behind her. 

QUALLY large and important was the “Surrender of Grenada,” a 

canvas by I-rancisco Pradii la, in the Spanish galleries, the only 

contribution of the distinguished painter who signed it. Though this 

dignified composition has been called ‘‘perhaps the finest historical 

picture of modern times, it is scarcely as dramatic or as hiffli in 
* o 

artistic quality as the artists “Jeanne La Polle,” which secured him, 

at the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878, die Medal of Honor and 

the decoration of Chevalier of the Legion of I lonor, and which also 

carried off the highest prize at the Universal Exhibition in Vienna. 

The success of this work secured for Pradilla several important com¬ 

missions from the Spanish government, among them portraits of 

Alphonsos III. and V., and an order for a large painting for the Senate 

Chamber, the subject to be taken from Spanish history. I he latter resulted in this rendering ot the giving 

up by Boabdil to Ferdinand and Isabella of the keys of Grenada. I he painter has not thought it worth while 

to embellish history very much, his Catholic monarch is not very kingly in appearance, despite his war- 

horse and his red robes, and he puts out his hand for the symbols of possession with a rather greedy 

and cunning air. I he sky overhead is blue and white and the painter lias made a serious effort to give 

justness to the atmospheric values of his composition,—the quality in which his “Jeanne” excelled. 

The chief feature of Boldini’s exhibit, in the Italian galleries, was two nearly life-size, full-length 

pastel portraits of ladies in white dresses with black fans, gloves or ribbons, and executed with a dash 

and a spirit that no other painter could have equalled excepting the American, Sargent, or the Swede, 

Zorn. One of these “Portraits” is reproduced in our photogravure which, however, can only suggest 

the brilliant softness of the colored chalks, so very effective in skilful hands. In these laro-e and most 

courageous works it was impossible to trace any reminiscences of that formerly careful and minute painting 

which provoked the critics to the inevitable comparison with Meissonier, or which persuaded one particu¬ 

larly dull and Anglo-Saxon writer to state exegetically that if the artist “is an ass in painting an angel, 

he is an angel in painting an ass.” There were also three smaller pictures in his Exposition display, 
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AFTER THE DUEL. FROM THE FAINTING BY STCARD 

but it was these brilliant ladies who attracted all eyes, and who carried off triumphantly the Grand Prix 

from the discerning jury. 

Alfred Steven*. on the contrary, which used to be also a name to conjure with, now represents a 

talent from which some of the glory seems to have departed. Though there were in the Belgian section 

seventeen paintings with this signature, none of them, excepting possibly the admirable “Bete a Bon 

Dieu.” seemed to equal the best work of former times,—such as the mystical "Parisian Sphinx.” A 

certain curious charm of ingeniously original grayish and yet rich color characterized them, but there were 

apparently various indications of haste, or carelessness. One of the best—after the beautiful "Lady Bug,” 

which belongs to the Museum of Brussels—was the portrait of Sarah Bernhardt, a scheme of yellowish grays 

and grayish-green foliage with a high note of a yellowish-orange palm-leaf fan. This was known both as 

“Pedora” and "Lne Contemporaine." and hung in a corner. One of the artist’s experiments represented 

“bn Salon,” occupied by ladies and bric-a-brac, painted very thinly and, apparently, carelessly on a trans¬ 

parent sheet of glass through which you sawr the original tracing of the design on the canvas backing 

underneath. “ I he Visit,” of the photogravure, was executed in a much more conventional manner, and 

was principally a painter’s study of textures and of modified color tones all in one key. 

The I wo Sisters” of Charles Giron was the largest canvas in the Swiss section and one of the 

best known, it having been exhibited as far west as New York, previous to the Exposition. At the 

Paris Salon of 1S83 it procured its author a second-class medal. He is a native of Geneva, and a 

pupil of Cabanel. The scene is laid in front of the Madeleine and explains itself with great clearness  

the elder sister, who has remained honest and poor, throws the Latin gesture of contempt towards 

the younger, riding by in ill-gotten splendor. An enormous amount of labor has a-0ne to the makincr 

of this serious and accurate rendering of a modern subject. The artist also exhibited three portraits, 

rendered with great spirit and liveliness and with a somewhat richer sense of color than his grayish 

street scene. 
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M. RENAN’S thesis—the only divertissement of the kind, he promises, that he will allow himself—“The 

Abbess of Jouarre,” has inspired a clever French painter, a woman, to execute a charming little 

picture. In the galleries of the Champ de Mars, this work, her only one, secured her a bronze medal. 

Her pretty, pale-faced nun, in her black robes, will probably inspire more sympathy than she does in the 

author’s little drama. Julie-Constance de Saint-FIorent, abbesse de Jouarre, is confined in the Revolutionary 

prison of the old college of Plessis. “From my window in the College de France," says Renan in his 

preface, “I see fall daily, stone by stone, the last sections ol the walls of the College du l’lessis, founded 

by Geoffroi Du Plessis, secretary to Philip the Long, in 1317, enlarged in the seventeenth century by 

Richelieu, and which was, in the eighteenth, one of the centres ol the best philosophical culture. It was 

there that Turgot, that great man, the most accomplished in our history, received his education from the 

Abbe Sigorgne, the first in France to comprehend fully the ideas of Newton. The College du Plessis 

was closed in 1790. In 1793 and 1794 h became the worst prison in Paris. In it were confined the 

‘suspects,’ more or less condemned in advance; from it no one issued except to go before the Revolu¬ 

tionary tribunal, or to death." In this fatal asylum, the night before her execution, the abbess meets 

among the other condemned the Marquis d’Arcy, who had long been her hopeless lover: certain of death 

in the morning for both of them, she yields to his prayers, only to find to her horror the next day that 

she is reprieved while he mounts the scaffold. 1 ler attempt at suicide is rebuked by a good priest, 

another of the victims; and in the second act, the author sets himself, with great pains and ingenuity, to 

provide a happy future for his repentant heroine. Of this much tried lady Mmi. \1.1x EnaUet, a pupil 

of Pdorent Willems and Bonnat, has made the picture reproduced in typogravure. 

The decorator, Mazerolle, was not represented in the Exposition by any original work. In the 

Decennial catalogue were entered under his name his painting ol the ceiling ol the Comedie Tranvaise 

and that of the Paris Bourse, but in the Gobelins exhibition, as already related, was shown the tapestry 

from his large composition, “La Fieeki el. des Fees," “The fairies’ God-daughter." \ rather better 

example of his talent is the “Cascade," from the Salon of 1SS5, also reproduced in tapestry. The former, 

for all its good decorative qualities, has been somewhat objected to as a work of art, as not harmonious in 

color, as leaving too many vacant spaces in the design, and as replacing the marvellous palace of the fairy 

story by two columns which support nothing and by a niche which signifies but little. Concerning the justice 

of these criticisms the reader may arrive at his own conclusions by consulting the typogravure reproduction. 

T'HE character of the religious art of the French section of the Exposition has already been touched 

upon briefly (page 10), and the opinion of one critic given concerning M. I >1 >< 11 a mb’s “Sommeil de 

Jesus,” illustrated by a wood-engraving. This painter, who is one of the younger pupils of Cabanel, has 

FRENCH SECTION.] 
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a certain fondness for a certain round-eyed type of young 

woman whom he paints in a great variety of circutu- 

stances but always with a great sameness of expression. 

In the Exposition she appeared in two or three situations, 

one of them being the Virgin of this curious Nativity. 

Nevertheless, his works are much appreciated by the 

high authorities; of his eight pictures, entered in the 

Exposition catalogue, six were the property of various 

museums, one of them the Luxembourg, and a seventh, 

that of the Minister of Public Instruction and of the 

Fine Arts. The “Sleep of Jesus'' was the only one for 

which no owner was given. Here the divine infant lies 

on a very red robe with the brown head of the ox very 

near him. The heads of the worshippers are strongly 

painted, not without some mannerisms, and the back¬ 

ground is nearly black. 

M. Pierre Lagarde's “Lis Birgers" is conceived 

in a sincerer spirit and. if it does not seem to be any 

more devout than the other, it at least looks less like a 

piece of studio property. The painter has endeavored 

to render an atmospheric effect of very early morning, his angel is misty and golden against a dark 

bluish sky, the attitudes of his shepherds are a trifle conventional, the boy has the necessary red head 

and the man on the ground, the gray one. The figures are life-size and the canvas, consequently, very 

large. The artist has received a couple of medals, was born in Paris, and was a pupil of Mazerolle, 

Busson and Humbert. 

FRENCH SECTION.) 

MARQUISE r>E JAUCOURT. FROM THE PAINTING BY 

M MK. VIGfcE-I.EBRUN. 

A UBLET is probably oin* of the most uneven and uncertain of the better French painters. He has 

done some excellent work and his “Autour d’une Partition" in the Exposition was worthy of the 

gold medal that was awarded it. Yet the collection of his paintings that was exhibited in the galleries 

of M. Petit, during the Exposition summer, contained a very large percentage of tedious and mediocre 

work. Among these pictures were a number treating of the subject illustrated in the wood-cut taken 

from the “Sur i.k galets,—Le Tui port of the Champ de Mars, but scarcely as good in composition or 

in painting as this windy scene on the bathing beach. Some of the largest canvases were particularly 

pretentious anil unsatisfactory. Born in Paris, and a pupil of Gerome, he made his debut at the Salon 

of 1873 with an “Interior of a Butcher’s Shop at Treport” which was bought by Alexandre Dumas fils 

the day of varnishing. The work by which he is best known is the “ Lavabo des reservistes,” of the 

Salon of 1879. an animated scene, smelling of soap-suds, in which the soldiers are all performing their 

morning ablutions at once, in a very long and wide watering trough. In this country, his most important 

example is probably the “Duke de Guise at Blois,” of the Salon of 187S, in the collection Gf Mr. W. H. 

Vanderbilt. A somewhat similar work was awarded a third-class medal, two years later. 

Another pupil of Gerome, also the recipient of a third-class Salon medal, is Ferdinand Gueldrv, 

who was represented by three canvases at the Exposition and who received a silver medal for this 

“Municipal Laboratory.” Both his other pictures—similar careful realistic studies in modern industrial 

workshops—were owned by provincial museums. The “Laboratoire” was from the Salon of 1887. The 

general tone of this interior is a good yellowish-gray, and there is a high note of vivid red furnished by 
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one ot the bottles in the middle of the nearest table. The painter exhibited his first picture, “A Regatta 

at Joinville,” in iSSi, and it has been said of him that he is "a pupil of Gnome who combines the 

manner ot his master with that of Manet, his antipode.” 

When a painter is mentioned in connection with Manet it is evidently not worth our time to look in 

his work for any fine qualities of repose; for that stillness which sometimes seems to be the best thing 

in art when all the world is noisy. So M. Gueldry's interiors may generally be defined as first-rate 

cataloguing, and his chemical laboratory may be compared with this one b) 1 kAxmis Bonyin. One is 

just as good as the other in color, facture. ordonnancc, and all the other technical qualities, but there is 

evidently a difference in the men. Bonvin is interested “in the works, in the silence, in the softness of 

the light, in the life of interiors, in the coldness, the slow gestures, the placid expression of the recluses 

of the cloister.” There is a touch of melancholy in his works as there was in his life; in 1 ebruary, i<866. 

writing to a friend to announce the suicide of his brother, Leon, worn out with poverty and discouragement, 

he adds,—“Now there remain three children and a weakly wife, and 1 myself, who am almost in as great 

misery, lor at the present moment all the fruit that I have gathered of my labors is to have but lew 

debts relatively to what I should have had if I had allowed myself all the necessaries of life Leon was 

born in 1834, seventeen years after Francois; a number of his water-colors, studies ot flowers, of wayside 

weeds, executed with admirable delicacy, are in the possession of Mr. \\ . T. W alters of Baltimore. The 

elder brother is Chevalier of the Legion of Honor; in the Retrospective section ol tin exposition he 

was represented by ten pictures, of which “The Alembic" of our illustration came from the collection 

of M. Tabourier. 

“Impressionism.” said M. Henri Houssaye in 1882, “receives every form ol sarcasm when it takes 

the names Manet, Monet, Renoir, Caillebotte, Degas; every honor when it is called Bastien Lepage, 

Duez, Gervex, Bompard, Danton, Goeneutte, Butin, Mangeant, Jean Beraud, or Dagrian Bouveret.” The 

looseness of artistic criticism and of artistic classification can scarcely go further than this the difference 

between the first and the last names of this long list is much too great to be spanned b\ the limits of 

any one school of painting. Jean Beraud might be said to stand about hall''was between these two 

extremes; his technique is almost as original and yet more complete and le>s mannered than Manet’s, 

his intellectual gifts are much livelier, but of the spiritual elevation ot Dagnan Bouveret he has no trace. 

His “Salle Graffard,” the once famous place of meeting of the Parisian Communists, is an excellent 

example ol his methods. Never 

were there more judicious exag¬ 

gerations; the local note is forced 

just enough to make a telling 

composition and not to appear 

strained. The bald, black-bearded 

dignitary with a comforter around 

his neck is a portrait of a general 

of the Commune; the red table¬ 

cloth contrasts well with the inor¬ 

dinate quantity of blue smoke 

through which the daylight strug¬ 

gles; the very gentlemanly repor¬ 

ters form a very effective contrast 

to the other citizens. His water- 

color, “Les Claqueurs,” is scarcely 
FRENCH SECTION.] 
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so good. It is “too much arranged for a comic 

effect/’ says M. Bazire. “I in nowise deny to 

M. Beraud his qualities of an observer bon 

enfant, who regards with a smile the things and 

the men of his time. Thus his ‘End of the 

Performance' is a very well balanced composi¬ 

tion. of an incontestable naturalness. His‘Opera 

Ball’ and ‘The Actress’s Box’ are very exactly 

noted and seem to have been produced by the 

camera. There is not a false line, a type for¬ 

gotten ; it is photographed, and it is that which 

offends me. I should prefer a freer rendering, 

one in which a personality might be distin¬ 

guished.” This artist had five paintings in oil 

and ten water-colors in the Exposition, and 

received a gold medal for one of the former. 

Eugene Bui.and paints scenes of daily life 

with more introspection, his satire is much 

deeper, and sometimes becomes rather terrible, 

as in his “ Hkritiers.” He is also capable of 

the most curious and most charming refinement, 

an elevation of sentiment that is worths’ of the 

primitive painters, as in his “Marriage Innocent,” 

of the Salon of 18S4, now in the Museum of 

Carcassonne. Here the subject is a very young peasant bridal couple, carrying a beribboned little cradle 

and wandering in the cabbage field looking for the baby of the children’s tales. The simple, innocent 

little fable is perfectly rendered; the impossible elevation of conception is excellently maintained. Almost 

equally fine is the young peasant bride making “ Restitution to the Virgin,” the morning after her 

wedding, of the Salon of 1SS5 and now in the Museum of Caen. The lourth of M. Buland’s works that 

appeared in the Exposition catalogue was the “Crossbow Shooters” of the Luxembourg. The “Heritiers” 

was the only painting actually on the walls and came from the Salon of 1887. “M. Buland makes us 

reflect with his ‘Heirs, ” said M. Wolff, “who belong to the little bourgeoisie of the country; they are in 

contemplation before the strong-box of the defunct; the seals have been broken; it will now be known 

just what the dead man possessed. These types of peasants, insensible to any other sentiment than the 

love of money, are well selected and marvellously rendered, with a fine simplicity of execution. It is like 

a chapter from Balzac.” 

•RF.NCH SKCTION.] 

NOVEMBER. PROM T1IE PAINTING BY A. RAPIN. 

M. FouriCs “Wedding Feast at Wort” was from the same Salon of 1887, but has no sting hidden. 

These cheerful rustics, whom Millet would make us believe to be fabulous, are enjoying themselves quite 

like their betters. An elderly lout rises from his seat to drink with the bride, the sun sifts through 

the branches overhead and through the rifts of the brown canvas stretched between the trees, the 

various personages are carefully observed and judiciously and soberly rendered. The painter has 

contrasted with the bluish tones of his linen the warm and very important colors of the cider, the 

pie and the ham on the table, and established a just transition by means of the pink dress of the 

little girl in the foreground. The picture is the property of the Minister of Public Instruction and of 

the Fine Arts. 
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Some ol the largest of M. Lhermitte's canvases have been brought to this country, but none quite 

so fine as the superb “Lk Vin of the Exposition, which was awarded the Grand Prix. Whether the 

painter had any concealed meaning in his work does not appear and is not material,—some of the Salon 

critics complained at the time that it was impossible to tell just why this great, bearded workman made 

his fine gesture. But of the artistic quality ot the composition and ol the painter-like quality of the 

painting, there was no question. 1 he color is rich and sombre, worths ol the most distinguished allegorical 

composition on “\\ ine, —the dark red ot the woman's skirt contrasts with the blues of the men’s blouses 

and with the costumes of the children. 1 he brush work has been executed with an enormous number 

ot little touches—though the surfaces to be covered are so large—and these react on each other in a 

sort ot prismatic manner, much as the laches of the Impressionists are supposed to do. The painting 

first appeared at the Salon ol 1S85. and is from the collection of M. I lenrv \ asnier. The only other 

work which the artist had actually sent to the Exposition was “I.a Moissox,” ot the Salon of 1S83. but 

he had entered four others, of which one was the property ol MM. Boussod et Valadon, one of the 

Museum of Ghent, one of the Luxembourg and one, “Les Yendanges," of the Metropolitan Museum of 

New York. “La Moisson,” “ 1 he Harvest,” is reproduced in photogravure. 

M. ALFRED—PHILIPPE ROLL occupied in the catalogues ol the French paintings a space commen¬ 

surate with his importance. In the Retrospective exhibition he was represented by two pictures, 

I he Inundation in the suburbs of Ioulouse in June, 1875/ and “ I he Old Ouarryman;” in the 

Decennial collection, by ten canvases, most of them very large in size. Of these the most important 

were, “The Miners Strike,” “ I he March of Silenus,” an immense gray scene of workmen in the 

establishment at Suresnes, the “Woman and Bull” which has been exhibited in America, “Manda 

Lametrie, fermiere, a portrait of M. Alphand. the director-general of the Exposition, and a life-size 

study ol a half-nude woman seated in the open air, seen from behind. A certain similarity of intent may 

be traced through all these works,—a very vigorous and determined effort to render the aspects ot nature, 

cost what it may. 1 he technique is sometimes almost brutal and the result sometimes uninteresting- as 

in the Suresnes subject, or disagreeable as in the “Strike” or the “Inundation" or the “Silenus.” The 

latter is a realistic rendering of very 

vulgar naked trollops dancing around 

a fat old man on an ass. The por¬ 

trait ol M. Alphand, on the contrary, 

is finely observed and justly rendered; 

the “Manda Lametrie,” reproduced 

by our photogravure, is a work of 

the subtlest and most ingenious har¬ 

mony of color, and of character ex¬ 

pressed with distinction. The “Femme 

au Taureau,” the “Femme assise” 

and the “Fete de Silene” are really 

only very good studies of flesh in the 

open air. 

Hie “Inundation” was first ex¬ 

hibited in the Salon of 1877 and 

was the best of the first of the 

landscape, from the paintinc by corot. painter’s big and important canvases. 
FRENCH SECTION. 
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LANDSCAPE. FROM THE PAINTING I?V C. A. DE LA RF.RGE. 

It brought him a first-class medal, 

and was accepted as a work of 

great merit and originality; it is 

the property of the Museum of 

Havre and was given by the State 

in 1878. d he greenish-gray water 

is full of motion, the sky is gray 

and the figures are painted with 

spots of black tones that give them 

great vigor and solidity. There 

are suggestions of a striving for an 

artificially effective composition in 

the attitudes of all the figures and 

in the tremendous black head of an 

ox issuing out of the turbulent 

Hood in the foreground; there are 

academical reminiscences in the somewhat improbable nudities, but the artist was determined that his 

figures should "not regard their public, as M.trio Troth said of them in 1877. 

“La greve des Mineurs" is from the Salon of 1SS0, anti is the property of the Museum of Valen¬ 

ciennes. Like the “Inundation,” it is black and tragic,—the painter's palette has charged itself not only 

with sombre and earthy pigments but also with the perplexity of those social problems that come to the 

front more constantly as the stress of modern civilization grows greater. There seems to be something 

more than the grime of their daily labor on these sullen workmen and their women folk.—the whole 

scene acquires a contemporary' interest in the light of the constantly recurring stories of similar outbreaks 

in Germany, in Belgium, in England and in France. The artist, however, renders his theme without 

making his technique follow too closely his sentiment,—the highest note of light in his composition falls 

on the somewhat irrelevant white bonier of the saddle blanket of the gendarme’s horse, and that on the 

breast of the nursing mother in the centre of the scene only comes next in value. 'The red of the rolled 

blanket on the croup of this black horse also furnishes a valuable note in the midst of so much darkness,— 

possibly these details of the execution were meant in some way to suggest the importance of the role 

played in this drama by sovereign Law. M. Roll, being a member of the jury, wras Hors Concours and 

could receive no prizes for his work. 

rT'HE works of M. Gervex were arranged in a somewhat imposing group in a corner of one of the 

galleries of the Decennial exposition. First came the somewhat scandalous “Femme au Masque;” 

then the famous "Rolla,” refused by the shocked Salon jury of 1878 or ’77 and now the property of M. 

Berardi; third, the life-size three-quarters portrait of Mile, de Beyens, rather haughty and striking in her 

white dress; fourth, the Doctor Ti an “enseignant a I’Hopital St. Louis sa decouverte de pincement de 

vaisseaux.” On the adjoining angle of wall was the large “Members of the Jury of the Salon of Paintings,” 

Bouguereau, in a brown overcoat lifting his umbrella to vote on the picture in question, Carolus-Duran 

showing his handsome profile, De Neuville and Detaille discussing in a distant corner, etc., etc. In the 

Retrospective exhibition, upstairs, he was represented by his large study of a group of young girls in 

their white communion dresses descending the steps of the altar of the church of the Trinity. In all 

these the search for good painting, of the morceau and of the “envelope,” was most determined;_there 

were some bits, as in the flesh and the white drapery of the “Rolla” and the legs and picture-frame of 
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the porter at the right ol the “Jury,” that were astonishing. In the special exhibition ol the Pastelists 

the artist was also well represented, having no less than thirteen works, most of them portraits and one 

of them at least, that of the Prince de Sagan, being truly remarkable. In the "Docteur Pean” everything 

is impartially well painted, the character of the different heads, the llesh and the linen, the atmospheric 

tones. The highest light falls on the breast of the patient; the greenish walls are exceedingly true in 

value. The head of the learned doctor was, fortunately, somewhat more striking than any of those of his 

associates, but the spectator’s observation wanders from his authoritative countenance to that of the 

attentive, black-eyed assistant who is so carefully watching the patient as he t hloroforms her. All the 

details are well rendered; as a bit of contemporary history the painting is invaluable. It is the property 

of Dr. Pean, and it has served to commemorate excellent!) well his invention of the operation of ligature 

ot the arteries in aneurisms. 

The somewhat unspiritually-minded modern painter,—casting about him lor subjects, or struck with 

the problems presented him by the incidents of daily life in his times,—has been frequently inspired or 

instigated of late years to represent divers medical subjects and scenes I ven Dagnin-Bouveret, who is 

of better stuff than the ordinary realists, has painted the “Accident, in the gallery ol Mr. Walters ot 

Baltimore, and the large scene of the vaccination of children, exhibited in the triennial national exhibition 

of 18S3. Both these canvases were in the Exposition catalogue, and the latter w e actually on the walls. 

Then there were also, on these same walls of the Palais des Beaux Arts, the " I )< < r* »r Charcot” ot M. 

Brouillet, also in the French section, “The Vaccination for Rabies.” of M I aurent-Gsell, in the Swiss, 

and the “Hospital Ward,” of Senor Luis jiminez, in the Spanish. These are very large canvases, with 

many figures the size of life or near it, conceived soberly—without any undue straining for effect, and 

most carefully and judiciously rendered. The painting problems in each case are the ordinary ones 

offered by well-lighted interiors, occasionally, as in the canvases of Gervex and Jiminez, the contrasts ot 

flesh tones and white linen; the motives that have actuated the artists cun n* have been rather psycho¬ 

logical than technical. The contemporary human interest, the attitude ol many trained intelligences in 

presence ot the confrontation of old problems by new method-, the mere recording of new triumphs ot 

science—these seem to have been the propelling influences, rather than those niort purely professional 

ones that inspired the “Lessons of Anatomy ” of the Dutch and blemish painter - And it is the intelligent 

presentation of these unpictorial things that gives the modern works a greater yneral interest than mere 

good painting alone would do,—suffering humanity (potential and actual) stops to regard these scenes 

with a quickness of apprehension that would not be evoked by any excellence o{faciure. 

v j ££7 

Item*? N exhibit was made by the sculptor Carii v x in the Retrospective exhibition, consisting 

A\ of nine works, of which five were marble busts, portraits, in which he excelled. 

\ The figure pieces were, a plaster copy ol his famous “Dance,” from the front 

of the Opera House, a plaster group of “Daphnis and Chloe,” a cast of the 

“Flora,” from the pavilion of Flora of the Louvre, and a plaster copy of his 

fountain group in the Avenue de l’Observatoire, the “Four Quarters of the 

Globe.” 'Fhe last named was set up in the centre of the open space under 

the dome of the Palais des Beaux-Arts. The group of the dancers is an old 

story by this time; it still stands—or writhes—where it vcas set up in 1869, 

and the stains of the ink thrown on the night of August 27th on the thighs of 

the female figure, seen in front in our woodcut, have long been removed. 

1 he “Woman taken in Adultery,” by Jean Cameos, is the best known work of its author. At the 

Philadelphia Centennial of 1876 it was exhibited in bronze, under the title ol the scornful speech which 
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